Particle deposition onto Janus and patchy spherical collectors.
An Eulerian model (convection-diffusion-migration equation) is presented to study colloid deposition behavior on Janus and patchy spherical collectors using Happel cell geometry. The model aims to capture the effect of the collector surface charge heterogeneity on the particle deposition rate. Two separate cases of surface charge distribution are presented. In the first case, the surface heterogeneity is modeled as half the collector favoring deposition and the other half hindering it (Janus collectors). For the second case, the surface heterogeneity is modeled as alternate stripes of attractive and repulsive regions on the collector (patchy collectors). The model also considers fluid flow approaching the collector at different angles in addition to the standard gravity assisted and gravity hindered flow conditions to analyze the effect of the collector orientation on the deposition. It was observed that particles tend to deposit at the edges of the favorable stripes and the extent of this preferential accumulation varies along the tangential position of the collector due to the nonuniform nature of the collector. The predicted deposition behavior is compared to the patchwise heterogeneity model. The study brings to fore how recent developments in synthesis of chemically heterogeneous particles and beads can be used for improved particle capture in porous media and for designing filter beds with enhanced life.